
At Gas Tag our mantra is “Safety Through Technology” 

What the service is 

The Gas Tag platform comprises an app for gas engineers and a cloud hosted portal for social 
landlords linked via an RFID Tag held on the property. The app is free to download by any Gas Safe 
Registered engineer and available on both iOS and Android (and currently Windows). The app is 
used to register installs, repairs and gas service visits on domestic properties providing real-time 
information to a cloud hosted portal. A small tag is attached to the gas meter at every ‘Gas Tag 
Property’ and is the focal point of all work carried out. The platform has been awarded “the 2018 
Gas Industry Award for Innovation Project of the Year by the Institution of Gas Engineers & 
Managers (IGEM). 
 

The Gas Tag App 

An intuitively designed, multi-platform app which uniquely validates that engineers are Gas Safe 

Registered. The Gas Tag app allows the engineers to complete all works, time/date stamps records 

and geo-tags the engineers to prove that they are on-site when they complete the work. The app has 

capacity to record all services, repairs, installs as well testing of tenant’s appliances, CO/Smoke 

monitors. The app provides blockchain authentication of engineer identity and assurance about 

the work undertaken. 



The Gas Tag Cloud 

A dedicated Cloud based database where the data is captured and stored safely and securely. 

The Gas Tag Portal 

A web-based dashboard which allows the landlords to monitor their property portfolio in real-time 

with the ability to view KPIs and drill down into the detail, as well as providing immediate visibility of 

their overall compliance. The portal can be used for compliance management and monitoring, work 

allocation, work auditing, engineer management complemented by a best in class management 

information and reporting suite enabling quick preparation of bespoke and standard reports. 

Enhanced Knowledge of Appliances 

Knowledge of Assets will be improved across the organisation as Gas Tag retains data from all gas 

works carried out. Property work history is accessible via the Gas Tag App making it easier for the 

engineer to diagnose and resolve issues accurately and efficiently. 

Desktop Auditing 

Using the photographic evidence collected inside the Gas Tag portal, the landlord has the 

opportunity to conduct a visual audit on their gas appliances. This method of visual auditing can 

reduce the required amount of on-site audits. The system provides an audit recording and issues 

management tool ensuring full document management 



Proof of Attempted Access 

Gas Tag will provide landlords with proof of attempted access by taking a photograph which is geo-

tagged and time/date stamped at the property this can be used as a safeguard for tenant disputes, 

potential fines and legal action. 

System Integration 

Gas Tag has the ability to transfer required information into other current systems, (Asset 

Management Databases etc). Gas Tag has arrangements with most of the housing management and 

asset management systems’s providers enabling  seamless integration of Gas Tag into the operating 

models of the enterprises served. 

Accurate, Compliant LGSR Generation 

The Gas Tag App prompts engineers to answer mandatory fields & pass/fail questions to remove risk 
of error and chance of omission in your Landlord Gas Safety Record. 

Key Achievements 

Social Housing Associations 

Our core market.  We are working with a number of the leading social housing association providers 

although potentially the system can just as easily service any small or large enterprise managing 

compliance with the gas regulations.. 

Major contractors 

In addition to the Housing Associations we are actively working with a number of the tier 1 

contractors operating in the Housing Association space serving a number of the major London 

Boroughs. We are also working with a number of major procurement clubs operating in the social 

landlord space. 

Private Rented Sector 

We have a started a number of marketing initiatives with the major private landlord associations 

together covering around 500,000 properties as well as working with a number of the major letting 

agencies. We are being actively promoted by airbnb and the Liverpool City Council Private Landlord 

licensing committee. 

Manufacturers 

We are working with a number of the leading European boilers manufacturers on the possibility of 

shipping Gas Tags with around 500,000 boilers per annum.  We are also working with all leading CO, 

smoke and flue gas analysers to integrate the readings into the portal . 

Onboarding and offboarding support you provide 

Setting up the service is straightforward and involves providing initially a file download of the 

property portfolio to be managed by Gas Tag – this is typically as a .csv file. 



 

Pricing overview 

The standard price is as follows: 

Onboarding costs (including provision of Gas Tags and standard integration to a Housing 

Management System): £4.99 

Annual subscription costs: £12.99 

Prices above are indicative for a single property (excluding VAT) and will vary in accordance with the 

volume of properties to be covered and the terms and nature of the onboarding and integration 

defined by the client. 

Subscription includes provision of spare Gas Tags and multiple portal users. It will also include 

implementation support and initial instruction or training of gas engineers via self-service or onsite 

presence. 

Service constraints 

Portal service is hosted on cloud using secure UK and Ireland datacentres. Availability is driven by 

high levels afforded by such facilities. The app will cache information on the smartphone enabling 

engineers to work offline in areas of low or poor signal.   

Ordering and invoicing process 

Small quantities (<500 tags) can be ordered online via our website. For additional volumes please 

contact our office for a free quotation. 


